Total of ten candidates running for class presidencies

Class of '66

Ken Browning

In the past two and a half years I have enjoyed the responsibility and reward of participation in extra-curricular activities, particularly class government and The Tech. This has been a great experience and I am grateful that '66 has given me such an opportunity.

Alumni affairs are an integral part of MIT, and I have become interested in participating actively, after attending Alumni Council regularly and speaking with several alumni leaders. I am eager to organize our reunions and fund drives and to keep our class lines of communication open. At the moment, I would like to finish my work as chairman of the class Alumni Committee.

I look forward to the opportunity of serving you in the years to come.

Class of '67

Spence Sherman

A candidate for the senior class presidency should be judged upon the standard of initiative. Experience, while certainly a prerequisite, is not sufficient. I have demonstrated initiative in the past, and will continue to do so.

For example, I propose, and will accomplish, a complete overhaul and enlargement of the Graduate School Guide. It should contain, in addition to the traditional list of MIT faculty members and their knowledge of various undergraduate schools, a list of recent MIT graduates, so that we may contact them to get a student's view of a particular graduate department and institution.

Class of '68

Scott Davis

We face an important year. Junior Prom with the crowd of the really big social weekend. The effort involved in such an undertaking is not one which can be fulfilled only with past experience. Everyone must - it requires initiative, drive, and responsible leadership.

Now is the time for our class president to take a more active part in Institute Committee. Knowledge of Institute's functions and student government structure is invaluable in this capacity.
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